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In December of 1892 a little-known event changed world history, and its influence can be seen

in headlines today. This 12th novel in the award-winning Honor series is woven around that

event.Commander Peter Wake, U.S.N., is finally happy. In command of a newly commissioned

light cruiser in the Caribbean, he is back at sea where all real sailors belong. All his years of

espionage in the more sordid corners of the world are over. Ashore, he has the sincere love of

a beautiful, fascinating, exotic woman. After years as a lonely widower, he is considering

marriage.Everything changes when a man is found murdered aboard a steamer at Key West.

Summoned to investigate, Wake uses his naval intelligence skills to decipher the strange clues

left behind and discovers an important man will be assassinated by a foreign team of killers in

eight days. But who, where, and why?The clues lead him on a desperate voyage to save the

man and stop a war. Germans in Mexico, Cuban rebels in Key West, and Spanish

counterintelligence agents in Tampa are all part of the equation he must solve. But nothing is

as it seems, and when Wake finally learns the truth, the victim is much closer than he thought—

and the consequences of failure are much larger.How far will Peter Wake go to save a life and

change history? War hangs in the balance. Time is running out.

"One of the great feelings that come over me when I settle into a new Honor Series novel by

Robert Macomber is the sense that I'm in such capable and caring hands. It's like having an

insurance policy against disappointments. And there are none in the 12th installment of this

unique and durable series .... Once again, Mr. Macomber has composed a living, breathing and

authoritative maritime story of later 19th century America and its place in a troubled world.

Reader, you are in good hands with this writer." - excerpt from the FL Weekly written by Dr. Phil

Jason, who is a United States Naval Academy Professor Emeritus of English --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBest known for his novels in the Honor

Series, Robert N. Macomber's popular maritime thrillers describe the life and career of a U.S.

naval officer, Peter Wake, from the Civil War in Florida to the Great White Fleet in 1908. From

1882 on, Wake works with the Office of Naval Intelligence, America's first espionage agency,

on missions around the world. These maritime escapades highlight the U.S. Navy's critical role

in the expansion of America from a continental country in the mid-19th century to a global

power in the early 20th century. There are 22 novels planned. Mr. Macomber has loyal,

enthusiastic fans around the world, who have named themselves "Wakians", after the main

character of the series. Through these novels, Mr. Macomber illuminates significant events of

world history, which served as the foundation for the world as we know it today. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Gneisenau wasn’t at Havana.Instead, she was right there in front of us, the officers

on her bridge staring and pointing at our arrival. Anchored close nearby her was the large

Spanish cruiser Reina Regente. I was well acquainted with that formidable ship, having been

chased by her while in a stolen Spanish patrol boat in Cuba four years earlier. To add even

more spice to the trouble brewing, Lieutenant Lambert reported that Chicago had German and

Spanish captains’ gigs alongside her.Obviously, old Blau was smarter than he appeared and,

though he could have been in Key West only a few hours ahead of us, had wasted no time.

Presumably, Reina Regente was already visiting the port. The wily German was innovative,

increasing the international repercussions by using the Spanish captain as his witness while



complaining to Rear Admiral Walker about my stealing his collier in Mexico. A quick glance at

my executive officer showed him standing there watching the scene like the proverbial cat that

ate the canary, for his nemesis �I �would soon depart the ship in disgrace once the leadership in

Washington discovered what I had done. He was probably planning his promotion party.--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Captain Elizabeth, “Tantalizing, Adventurous, historically interesting and accurate great read!.

The stories in these "honor series" books are extraordinary. I've read them all and look forward

to new ones. The stories are so well woven, with multiple characters and real history knitted

into the yarn. I feel a part of the story, and have learned quite a bit about history and politics,

from the inside, with insight and understanding. I love learning history this way. I also feel as

though I have traveled to these places that the books take place in, through the details and

experiences of the very colorful characters in these books. I loved this story and am very

attached to what will happen next in the sage of Commander Peter Wake! Keep em coming!

This one involves Cuba and Key West, and Tampa. I didn't see Florida as having this

interesting a history. Now I have more feeling for the people who had the vision to create the

culture around me. There's enough action for the men, and enough romance for the women,

and a big tease.”

Bill Beers, “Another spine tingling adventure for Peter Wake and Sean Rouke,. I first started

reading this series after hearing the author speak at the United States Power Squadrons'

Annual Meeting. Having read every book up to this point, I had taken some time off waiting for

the next book to come out. I got busy with other reading and did not return to following Peter's

adventures until now and find that I missed some very enjoyable hours but will now avidly read

the next in the series and hope that more will yet come to help while my retirement years for a

long time. If you have any interest in great sea and adventure stories, by all means, start

reading this series.”

intlpvti, “Peter Wake at his Best. Peter Wake is at his best and that is very good indeed. I have

read the entire series and urge one and all to do the same. Macomber is the very best

historical novelist I have ever come across by far. Meticulous in his research, the author not

only brings alive the characters but also the times which they inhabit. The plot is crisp and swift.

Even Wake gets briefly baffled by the machinations of the German Navy and Cuban spies...but



not for long.Read this book and you will want to read them all.”

Cam. S., “Another Great Adventure for Peter Wake. This is a continuation of the Honor series

and brings a couple new characters into the series. Plenty of suspense and drama both on the

“high seas” as well on the coast of Florida. I love the way the author describes the local places

that the characters visit during their adventures.”

Tampa girl, “Macomber books keep getting better and better. Macomber books keep getting

better and better. The historical research is phenomenal and the descriptions of the settings

are accurate.  Anyone who likes historical fiction or southwest Florida should enjoy this book.”

eeMac, “Very enjoyable. Peter and Rork together is always a good read... And very little

violence here for a change... Just fun and interesting history....”

postrow, “Five Stars. love this series. great historical fiction for a period in US history not often

written about.”

Donald H.Landis, “Great book in a great series. This book is one that will hold your interest to

the very end.I have read every one of Macomber's books and he gets better after each book.I

look forward to his next one”

The book by Robert N. Macomber has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 45 people have provided

feedback.
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